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You’ve taken the first step to Doubling your Energy in 5
days.  Before you start, let’s set you up for inevitable
success in this program.
 
This quick journaling exercise will help you find out the
real reason why it’s so important for you to double your
energy. Doing this exercise will ensure that you follow
through with this program to the end.
 
So grab a pen, find a cosy space with a cuppa, and
have a think about why it’s so important to you to have
more energy.
 
When answering the questions in the next page, think
about which areas of your life will benefit from you
having more energy, and how.

PRE-COURSE WORK:

YOUR BIG WHY

PRE-COURSE WORK:

YOUR BIG WHY

Congratulations!
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What’s so important for you about having more energy?
And why matters that so much for you?
And what’s important about that?
And what else will you have in your life when you have
that?

BUSINESS
/ MISSION

Bonus question: Who else will benefit if you have more energy?

Bonus exercise: Draw a picture of your Big MOFA in this box
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HEALTH

RELATIONSHIPS

MONEY

CONNECTION
TO THAT WHICH

IS GREATE



You’ve completed the first exercise!
 
Now that you know your Big Why, i.e. your big
motivating factor, or MOFA, have a look around in your
everyday environment to see whether there’s
something that will remind you of your MOFA… this
could be something that you can see, hear, feel or
smell, i.e. a picture, a song or melody, an item of
clothing or a cuddly toy, a perfume or essential oil.
 
Whatever it is for you, make sure that it’s in your
environment so that you can see it every day, and it
can remind you of your big MOFA, i.e. the real reason
why you want to double your energy.

Well Done!
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Bonus exercise: Draw a picture of your reminder item,
song or smell

Today, my energy level is at ...

0 +10-10
TOTALLY DEPLETED NEUTRAL ECSTATIC



In today’s video, you learn all about how you can change
your state in an instant. Follow along with the exercise in
the video to really EXPERIENCE how a few simple changes
in body posture, your focus and your words can MASSIVELY
increase your energy levels.

BODY

WORDSFOCUS

BODY

PART 1: HOW TO

GET MORE ENERGY

IN AN INSTANT!

PART 1: HOW TO

GET MORE ENERGY

IN AN INSTANT!

Use the space here to remind yourself how to use each part
of the triade to get yourself into a great state in an instant.
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FOCUS

WORDS



The way I’m going to use the
triade in my everyday routine is:

First thing in the morning to start an amazing day

Before important calls and meetings

During breaks to recharge

Before any new task to increase my energy levels
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Using the triade regularly will help me:

Attract my dream clients

Get tasks done quicker and work less

Have more fun

Feel more present

Waste less time focusing on things I don’t want

Today, my energy level is at ...

0 +10-10
TOTALLY DEPLETED NEUTRAL ECSTATIC



My weight in lbs: 
Divided by two:
Number of ounces I need to drink per day:

Around 60% of the human body is made up of water, and
water is needed for pretty much all bodily functions.
 
Most people who get sick are actually de-hydrated.

PART 2: DRINK UP!PART 2: DRINK UP!
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THE AMOUNT OF WATER I NEED:

REMEMBER:
Drink water between meals, and stop 20
minutes before a meal
If your urine is totally clear, you’re
probably drinking too much
Drink from a glass or steel container,
never aluminium

Today, my energy level is at ...

0 +10-10
TOTALLY DEPLETED NEUTRAL ECSTATIC

WATER!



PROTEIN
LEAFY

GREENS

STARCHY VEG
OR GRAINS

Plus 1-2 table spoons of healthy fats

I speak to so many burnt-out entrepreneurs who ask me “Bianca, what
should I eat to get more energy”. Food is super important for our
energy levels. Here’s the most important points to remember:
 
Eat regular meals throughout the day, at least 2, at breakfast and lunch.
Eating breakfast is essential for resetting your internal body clock and
ensuring that you sleep properly at night and wake up well-rested.
 
When considering WHAT to eat, it’s super-important to always have
protein in the mix in order to have sustained energy and avoid the so-
called blood-sugar rollercoaster.

PART 3: FOOD

FOR THOUGHT!

PART 3: FOOD

FOR THOUGHT!
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THE MAGIC PLATE

LEAFY GREENS:

STARCHY VEG OR GRAINS:

PROTEIN:

Examples of the different food
groups that i love eating:



The HOW we eat is just as important as the WHAT
we eat, if not more important.
 
Why are digestive aids the most commonly sold
over-the-counter medication in the US? Because
most of us don’t eat properly. 
 
About a third of your digestion happens BEFORE
you put the food into your mouth… so take some
time to look at your food, smell it and imagine what
it will taste like. This will get your digestive juices
flowing.
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Average people only chew their food …….. times,
whereas the recommendation is ………..

INVITATION TO TRY:

Have a chewing competition with your
friend, partner or kids, and see who gets
in the most chews before swallowing.

Today, my energy level is at ...

0 +10-10
TOTALLY DEPLETED NEUTRAL ECSTATIC

THE NEXT STEP IS CHEWING.



The more oxygen you get-
the more energy you’ll have.

Around 60% of the human body is made up of water,
and water is needed for pretty much all bodily functions.
 
Most people who get sick are actually de-hydrated.

PART 4: BREATHE DEEPPART 4: BREATHE DEEP
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A SIMPLE EQUATION:

Most people don’t breathe right.
 
Shallow breathing doesn’t just cheat your cells out of
oxygen, it also increases stress levels.  But, if done
correctly, it can help you trick your nervous system into
thinking that you’re relaxed… and massively increase
your energy levels and performance. Yay!



Today’s video shows you three types of proper breathing:

DEEP BELLY BREATH

- great to trick our nervous system into thinking
you’re relaxed

UPLIFTING, CAFFEINE-REPLACEMENT BREATH

(this is NOT to be missed, make sure you watch
the video!)

ALTERNATE NOSTRIL BREATHING

- the right way to do it

When I want to relax, I’ll use……

When I want to increase my energy levels, i’ll use….

When I want to increase my energy levels, i’ll use….
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Today, my energy level is at ...

0 +10-10
TOTALLY DEPLETED NEUTRAL ECSTATIC

Got it? Test it yourself!



Have you ever noticed that when you’re really engrossed in an activity,
time seems to stop and you get tons done…. Whereas other times, the
bare thought of engaging in a certain activity drains all energy from
you.
 
Yes, it’s true! 
 
Some activities seem to GIVE us energy, whereas others TAKE
ENERGY AWAY from us. What are these activities for you?

PART 5:

FIND YOUR FLOW
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PART 5:

FIND YOUR FLOW

Activities that GIVE me energy:

Activities that TAKE energy AWAY from me (and that I’ll therefore
do much less of and/or delegate to others):
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The same is true for people. When we surround ourselves with the
right types of people,our energy, productivity and happiness go up,
whereas other people literally drain our energy.

People that GIVE me energy and confidence and inspire me:

People that drain my energy, confidence and happiness:

We have saved the best for last: Your Thoughts.

Your thoughts are probably the most important aspect of how much
energy you have!

Thoughts that GIVE me energy:



Apply for your personal Burnout
Breakthrough session with me HERE

About 95% of your thoughts happen automatically…. In other words,
they are like a computer program that runs in the background,
without much active input from your conscious mind.
 
Most of these subconscious beliefs were programmed during your
early childhood, …. And if you feel that there’s something holding you
back from what you want to do, that’s most likely your subconscious
acting on some old outdated subconscious program from your past.

Most entrepreneurs don’t actually know their subconscious limiting
beliefs when they start working with me. Together, we reprogram
those old outdated beliefs and create and anchor in new powerful
ones that make you truly unstoppable in your energy, confidence,
business and relationships.
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Thoughts that DRAIN my energy:

The real key to massively uplevel your energy, business and
relationships is your subconscious!

Today, my energy level is at ...

0 +10-10
TOTALLY DEPLETED NEUTRAL ECSTATIC

https://biancariemer.wufoo.com/forms/burnout-breakthrough-application-form/

